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Abstract

Tremendous advances in miniaturization and clock
frequencies coupled with ever increasing demands
This paper represents a survey of the research con- on computing power have pushed current cooling
text behind the paper Balancing Power Consump- systems close to their limits. Power dissipation has
tion in Multiprocessor Systems [15] by A. Merkel become one of the most critical aspect for system
and F. Bellosa, presented at EuroSys06. Power dis- design [8], as hot spots may lead to errors or even
sipation is becoming an increasing problematic side physical damage. Together with power dissipation
effect of power consumption in computing systems. also the disparity between the maximum and the
Contemporary cooling infrastructures are close to typical power consumption of a processor is increastheir limits and costs are ever increasing. The sur- ing, leading to the following dilemma: The system
vey is intended to give a brief overview of different design must ensure not to exceed some critical temdynamic thermal management approaches and how perature. However, most workloads do not exploit
they are leveraged towards designing economical this limit. Figure 1 illustrates the non-linear relasystems while maintaining performance. It outlines tion between thermal dissipation and cooling costs
various energy estimation techniques as a basic pre- and motivates the trend to design systems for worst
requisite for efficient energy-aware management at typical application [5, 26]. Dynamic thermal manrun-time.
agement (DTM) is used to close the gap, by applying various temperature lowering techniques at
runtime.

1

Introduction

Moore’s law states that the number of transistors
on a chip doubles about every two years or less.
Unfortunately, there are no indications for the existence of a law that signifies the reduction of power
demands or resulting power dissipation in form of
heat in a similar extent. In fact, power density is
becoming a major challenge in system design, as in
recent years power density has doubled every three
years [26]. Energy-awareness used to be in issue
for mobile or embedded systems only, but as power
density on chip level rises exponentially [7], prob- Figure 1: Cooling cost vs. thermal dissipation, aclems regarding power supply and cooling arise in cording to [7]
various areas and on different levels, ranging from
chip granularity, to servers, and data centers [22].
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2

Power awareness and optimization techniques

ing system in control of power management, instead
of the BIOS, but is quite coarse-grained in its facilities. Recent DTM strategies allow for much finergrained solutions [10, 5]. Basically, we can identify
two different techniques for managing power density within a processor, temporal and spatial solutions.

There are various reasons for power-awareness,
e.g., effectively use limited resources for mobile
devices, limiting (cooling-)costs or increasing system throughput by reducing power dissipation (and
thus need for CPU throttling). Appliances are numerous as well, as this issue involves many computer system components, like HDDs, display, etc.
This paper, however, is limited to processor related
applications and techniques. Beside the design and
architecture of hardware, software has substantial
impact on power dissipation, as it drives hardware
activities and thus influences energy consumption
[14]. For recent processors, consumption is strongly
dependent on instruction properties, such as register numbers. The paper [23] describes a simulation and profiling tool that approximates energy
consumption for embedded systems and points out
redesign potential for optimizing code. Shina et
al. [24] managed to apply algorithmic transformations to achieve efficient energy utilization. Tan et
al. [28] abstract from instruction-level and compiler techniques and propose a high-level software
architecture transformation. Techniques for operating systems are also subject to numerous research
in this field. For example, Zeng et al. [31] present
ECOSystem, an energy-centric operating system.
The main goal is extending battery lifetime, by providing a single management framework for diverse
hardware resources.

3

3.1

Temporal DTM Solutions

The basic idea behind temporal solutions is to slow
(throttle) or even stop computation long enough in
order to allow the processor to cool down.
Direct feedback-driven activity reduction
Activity reduction mechanisms were proposed in
various forms: voltage or frequency scaling [16],
instruction cache throttling [21], or fetch-toggling
(instruction fetching is stalled for several cycles)
[5]. Brooks and Martonosi [5] give a comparison
of several techniques. All these solutions trade in
runtime performance for keeping the processors beyond a certain level of temperature. Other approaches do not affect the whole system, but operate on a more fine-grained level. [19], for example, limits the intervention to CPU-intensive tasks;
thus, performance degradation does not necessarily
affect interrupt processing, or tasks that do anyway
not contribute to a high processor temperature,
like many user-interactive applications. Huang et
al. [10] try to overcome shortcomings of single, independent techniques and combine many of them
in their proposed energy-management framework.
The framework addresses both, energy efficiency
and temperature management.

Dynamic Thermal Management (DTM)

3.2

Optimizing components on both, hardware- and
software side holds a great potential to reducing
heat dissipation. However, these approaches must
be applied from the outset - statically. Dynamic
thermal management (DTM) refers to dynamic
hard- and software strategies for controlling a chip’s
operating temperature at runtime. Beside reducing
power consumption and thus temperature the aim
is at keeping performance penalties as little as possible. A first step towards dynamical management
was the ACPI (Advanced Configuration and Power
Interface) specification [1]. ACPI puts the operat-

Spatial DTM Solutions

The focus of spatial solutions lies on minimizing
performance penalties by distributing power consumption across some total system. The basic idea
is that a balanced power consumption and thus a
balanced heating of the total system leads to performance gains.
Many approaches are based on the following facts
and observations [9, 15, 17]:
• in modern microprocessors, power dissipation
is distributed unevenly, leading to localized hot
spots;
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• processor power (consequently temperature)
describes a nonlinear relationship to input
voltage;

one core. Fortunately, SMT CMPs also pose opportunities for managing power density. As the
additional cores can be seen as spare resources as
described above. However, the replication of a com• the relation between CPU utilization and tem- plete core allows for far more flexibility, as they can
perature is nonlinear;
be used for executing different threads with non- or
less problematic workloads in respect to power den• while power consumption reacts and changes sity.
immediately,
temperature
in-/decreases
Powell et al.[17] propose a technique called heat
slowly;
and run that seeks to increase the system’s perfor• if any essential resource (like register file, mance by controlling power density. Heat-and-run
ALU) reaches its critical temperature, the en- combines two key concepts:
Heat-and-run thread assignment (HRTA)
tire core has to stop execution;
HRTA prompts the operating system to assign
• the number of hot resources has only little im- threads to CMP cores in a way that as much different resources on the core as possible are heated up
pact on the cooling time.
simultaneously to their critical temperature. So,
Silicon is a relatively poor heat conductor and the goal is to combine (co-schedule) threads with
cannot spread heat efficiently across a die. There- complementary resource requirements. This profore, to avoid hot spots, heat-causing computa- ceeding is based on the fact that heat transfer away
tional activities are distributed (migrated) them- from the processor is much higher than transfer
selves.
among sub-components. Thus, the time required
Such a spatial solution can be applied on very for cooling a core before overheating does not heavdifferent levels of granularity. And in the ideal case, ily depend on the number of hot core-resources. As
one could think of a combination of them on all anyway the complete core has to be stopped when
one single resource runs the risk of overheating, this
levels:
approach allows multiple resources to cool down at
the same time. Hence, cooling time is used more
DTM within a single core
effectively.
[27] and [9], for example, propose to introduce
Heat-and-run thread migration (HRTM)
spare components of hot spot endangered resources. Before a core has to be stopped in order to avoid
When the temperature of such a replicated re- overheating, HRTM is applied, which prompts the
source reaches a certain level, computational activ- OS to migrate threads and thus heat away from
ities should be migrated to their ’twins’. Simula- the hot core. Ideally, the target core is cold or at
tions in [9] have shown that the implied overhead is least executes a complementary workload. While
by far not comparable with the resulting through- the threads keep running on a second core, the
put increase. Admittedly, such replication results other one is cooled. HRTA balances heat genin heightened wiring complexity and required space eration among all functional units in each core,
and leads to under-utilized resources.
whereas HRTM balances heat in the whole chip.
DTM within a single chip

DTM involving multiple chips

The current trend of on-chip parallelization by
techniques like simultaneous multithreading (SMT)
or chip-level multiprocessors (CMP) does everything but contributing to cooler temperatures. On
the contrary, both lead to raised power density,
as (1) SMT increases processor-resource utilization
and (2) CMPs take the same die area for two or
more cores as former superscalar CPUs with only

Merkel and Bellosa apply similar techniques on a
more coarse-grained level. In [15], they research
into multiprocessor systems and present alternative mechanisms to throttling. Thanks to the
availability of multiple processors, activity migration (on task level) becomes even more effective.
Their energy-aware scheduling method is based
on the Linux’s load-balancing mechanism and co3

schedules tasks with different energy characteris- 4.2 Function-level
and
macrotics. Hot tasks, consuming more power, are commodeling estimation
bined with cool tasks, whereby a balanced power
consumption among all CPUs in the microproces- Instead of describing power consumption on
instruction-level, [18] is using a power data bank for
sor is achieved.
embedded systems that stores power information
derived from simulations on function-level. As considerably parts of the code are covered by (built-in)
4 Power Estimation
library functions, only minor code segments have
All the methods mentioned above need proper in- to be evaluated on a time-consuming instructionformation on temperate according to which ex- level. Tan et al. [29] propose a power estimation
pedient actions, like CPU throttling or activity technique based on macro-models. Macro-models
migration, can be taken. Normally, CPUs are relate power consumption to different parameters
equipped with (hardware) sensors. Unfortunately, that can either be observed or derived from (highthose thermal diodes provide quite low resolution, level) programming language descriptions. While
are noisy and difficult to calibrate [15, 26]. Ad- maintaining high accuracy, this approach achieves
ditionally, reading the diode (e.g., via the system a notable performance gain compared to lower level
management bus) involves non-negligible overhead techniques.
[15]. In [7], Gunther et al. give detailed insights
into detection mechanisms for recent Intel proces4.3 Event counters
sors. As more accurate sensing possibilities are often missing, several approaches try to model power Event (or performance) monitoring counters [2] ofdissipation as a function of the executed software fered by modern processors form an alternative
(instructions) on a specific hardware platform.
means for estimating power consumption. These
For recent processor it is not possible to derive values (accessible by special registers) were origpower consumption from the CPU load. The kind inally intended for performance analysis and opof instruction being executed by the processor have timization, and reflect different processor activia crucial impact on power characteristics[11].
ties. In [4], Bellosa describes the potential of performance counters in the field of power-sensitive
systems. Subsequent work is described in [12, 3].
4.1 Instruction-level estimation
[13] describes a tool for application energy-profiling
In 1994, Vivek Tiwari et al. [30] pioneered in the based on event counters. Isci et al. [11] also applies
field of power estimation and proposed a technique this technique and provides power information for
based on instruction-level power modeling. The ba- more than twenty major CPU subunits.
sic idea behind this approach is to assign a base
energy cost factor to each individual processor in- 4.4 Thermal models and simulation
struction. Given a set of instructions which refer
to a certain piece of software, the weighted sum Based on the parallels between heat transfer and
represents the program’s total energy consump- electrical circuits, thermal models are used to detion. However, considering only base costs does rive temperature from power consumption. [3] denot reflect the actual power consumption, since the scribes a simple model consisting of a thermal resissequence of instruction plays an important role. tor and capacitor, that is able to estimate temperThus, the described approach also took instruction- ature with an error of less than 1◦ C for real-world
pairs into account, as well as pipeline stalls and applications. HotSpot [26, 25], and Wattch [6] are
cache miss effects. Considering more than just approaches to model thermal behavior in powertwo consecutive instructions (pairs) would lead to a and performance simulators on architectural level.
more accurate result, but also implies a combinato- As they are parameterizable, they can be easily
rial problem. Years later, this approach was refined adapted for different microarchitectures. SoftWatt
regarding energy model accuracy and performance [8] is an alternative approach used for complete ma[20].
chine simulation.
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Conclusion

architectural-level power analysis and optimizations. In Proceedings of the 27th Annual
International Symposium on Computer Architecture, 2000.

Energy-awareness is not any longer solely an issue
for mobile devices with limited resources. The exponential rise of cooling costs stemming from ever
increasing demand on computing power and clock
frequencies have necessitated a rethink of traditional worst-case cooling infrastructures. Typicalcase architectures together with methods arranging
for peak-load (worst-case) scenarios are becoming
more and more accepted. This paper provides a
brief overview of some dynamic thermal management techniques. Special focus is on spatial DTM
approaches maintaining performance, and on power
consumption estimation techniques.
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